
Royal Aberdeen Golf Club 
Aberdeen, Scotland 

 
 
Architect:  Robert and Archie Simpson (1890) 
 
Tees  Par Yardage Rating  Slope 
 
Blue  71 6861  74.3  145 
White  71 6497  72.7  142 
Yellow  71 6214  71.3  140 
 
 
Overview: 
 
 Dating back to the formation of the Society of Golfers at Aberdeen in 1780 Royal Aberdeen is the sixth 
oldest golf club in the world.  A sense of golf legacy is felt everywhere you go on the property.  For the first 
hundred years golf was just played on ground within the town but in 1887 the land just north of the estuary of 
River Don at Balgownie was leased and the Simpson Brothers helped bring this historic links to life.  Willie 
Park Sr. and Tom Simpson later took their part at shaping these links. 
 
 The first nine holes are considered by some among the very best in Scotland as they wind through the 
full rapture of links features-towering dunes, rolling fairways, gorse, heather, and tightly textured seaside turf.  
You cannot help but be caught up in the course’s beguiling solitude and seclusion.  As you often see from 
courses of this era Royal Aberdeen is the classic out and back links arrangement. 
 

The second nine is shorter and  runs along the high plateau overlooking the front nine.  You are likely to 
see an opposite direction in the wind influence over the inward nine.  Some say this side lacks many of the 
features that make the front so memorable but there is an array of blind tee shots, hidden troughs, and very 
difficult putting surfaces to keep the challenge fresh.  

 
What I enjoy about this place is that the links design gives the greens keeper the latitude to make the 

course playable each day as the wind changes.  The greens are sufficiently long to allow for back pins down 
wind and front pins when the gale is in your face.  Plenty of options to use the ground as your friend on 
approach shots.  Take careful note that often the fronting green side bunkers are not at the green but well short 
of the putting surface to accommodate this option to feed approach shots onto the green.  The greens have lots 
of undulations which again provide the creative player with ways to carefully maneuver pitch shots to snuggle 
up to the hole.  The game inside of fifty yards at Royal Aberdeen may provide some of the most lasting 
memories of the day. 
 
 As mentioned tradition is on display in troves throughout the clubhouse.  You will see documents that 
show the first interclub tournaments held in the late 1800’s with guys from St. Andrews, Dornoch, Prestwick, 
and others.  Those away games must have been a hoot.  In 1783 the folks at Royal Aberdeen were responsible 
for establishing a five minute time limit on search for a lost ball.  The Royal and Ancient adopted this practice 
shortly thereafter.  There are elaborate uniforms of the membership, endless pieces of competitive memorabilia, 
and wonderful pictures of the recognizable champions who have played and won in competitions contested on 



these links.  Make sure to lunch in the grill room that overlooks the first tee it provides one of the great 
panoramic views of links golf in Scotland.  
 
 The golf shop is a kitchy little building just below the first tee.  Nooks and crannies full of stuff you will 
be temped to buy.  As is often the case in Scotland, no practice area is evident.  Hit some putts on the practice 
green and just soak in the gestalt of this place to prepare to play.  If you are a discerning player this is a links 
experience you will never forget.  Don’t say you were not warned.  The devil is in the details so make sure to 
read the Hole-By-Hole below. 
 
 
Hole-By-Hole Analysis (White/Yellow): 
 
#1 Par 4  409/399 yards   First 
 
 The opening tee shot is mildly discomforting since they wedged the tee box between two bay windows 
of the most popular room in the clubhouse.  You are staring downhill to a wide landing area framed by the 
bunkers-anything airborne between the rough lines will do.  The second is a full carry as the hole continues to 
drop into a hollow that begins at 75 yards from a green perched on a hill on the other side.   Don’t try to get 
cute, play the center of the green for all flags. There is open access to the green that leans toward you and left  
toward Aberdeen Beach.   The error here is short because the face hill will reject anything timid and leave you a 
severe uphill pitch.   
 
#2 Par 5  530/512  Pool 
 
 You have slipped into the natural envelope of this links terrain to a five par that will elicit it’s fair share 
of wow’s and other four letter words.  The drive is a long carry over some grassy bumps before it winds through 
the tall dunes that shield you from the sea wind on the right and the nasty gorse on the left.  Controlling 
trajectory is an important tool all day to help mitigate the effect of the wind and keep your ball on short grass.  
The lay up is across another spine of humps to an area at 100 yards.  Since the long green has no bunkers, the 
two you see are a good 25 yards short of the putting surface, it will accommodate a running approach. 
 
#3 Par 3  218/210  Cottage 
 
 The pulse of the challenge jumps quickly on this extraordinary par three.  From an elevated tee on top of 
the world it is a natural amphitheater green setting below that has a Royal County Down feel.  Because of the 
length of the hole and the serious elevation change the hang time of this shot will provide max effect from the 
wind.  As a result you have to hit a trajectory constrained shot with a long club to find this green.  Looking 
across the rumpled ground and three bunkers set diagonally from the right, note that there is enough room 
beyond the center bunker to land it short right of the green and let the ball be gathered by the slope and run onto 
the fringe.  Making a par here is likely to be the result of a clever pitch and putt, but given that this is the lowest 
handicap hole among the par threes a four might be a more realistic result. 
 
#4 Par 4  430/377  Valley 
 

Deep inhale from the oxygen tank since there is no let up in sight.  By index this is the hardest hole on 
the course and it will likely live up to it’s reputation.  From another precipice tee you want to drive it down the 



right side to the landing area below for the best approach line into the green.  The is a long shot through a 
narrowing hallway to a target framed by sand.  The bunker on the right is 20 yards short of the putting surface 
so you can feed an approach up this long and narrow green pinched by bunkers on either side. 
The back pins are very difficult to get to.  If you have somehow negotiated these first four holes at two over you 
have played some marvelous golf and have a huge jump on the field. 
 
#5 Par 4  324/291  Road 
 
 Scoring opportunities avail at the next two so lighten up.  You don’t need or want to hit driver here 
because the approach is incrementally more difficult the closer you get to the green.  A tee ball just over 200 
yards will leave 130 into a green well protected by sand.  The front right bunkers are a vacuum for balls without 
sufficient enthusiasm which makes the front pins a bear.  Playing to the back half of the green may be the 
prudent play.  
 
 
 
 
#6 Par 5  491/473  Scotston 
 
 Under 500 yards this is more about controlling position than length.  You drive down into the segmented 
valley below full of topographical distractions where a decision will have to be made. Either your approach has 
to carry to the green to avoid a bottleneck of bunkering in front or lay back to around 90 yards between the 
mishugas for an aggressive short pitch for your third.  Similar to the two previous green settings this is another 
long narrow one pinched by sand nasties in front.  A birdie is a good possibility here. 
 
#7 Par 4  374/37  Blackdog 
 
 This dogleg right can be tempting to try to cut the corner but resist that urge and play straight through to 
the left side of the fairway.  The angle from the left side of the fairway is optimal and your second goes over the 
bunker about 35 yards short of the green  to a narrow entrance with furry mounds and bunkers limiting access.  
This demands an articulate approach.    Green has two distinct tiers left and right so you must get the second on 
the section bearing a flag. 
 
#8 Par 3  147/139  Ridge 
 
 With a one hole switchback in direction here so pay attention to the change in the wind direction, the 
seas should be to your left.  This three par is the signature hole at Aberdeen with 10 bunkers surrounding a 
green nestled between low dunes.   A true Kodak moment worth soaking in.   Truth is you have to take on the 
bunkers and deliver a shot to the throat of the beast.  The only acceptable shot is taking a longer club than the 
daily distance and turn a low punch shot into the left side of the green.  With a 43 yard long green and the wind 
issue this can fall anywhere in the full range of those iron clubs you carry.  
 
#9 Par 4  454/436  End 
 
 Turning back to the north this is an altogether breathtaking finish to this outward nine.  The drive from a 
high tee box is aimed at the barn on the hill and will travel down over a ridge of deep rough to an angled 



fairway that turns to the right.  Nasty grass and gorse up the left so you want to stay on the right.  The second is 
a long uphill shot to a pinched access two-level green.  There is a good chance you cannot reach on your second 
in which case you should lay up to about 50 yards on the left, just short of the bunker at 40 yards, and leave 
your self a running attack pitch up the opening on the left.  You have reached the end of the property, the holes 
you see in front of you before turning back are from the neighboring Mucar Links next door.  You would not be 
the first guy to play the wrong back nine. 
 
#10 Par 4  344/338  Shelter 
 
 You now change direction and ascend to the plateau land that overlooks the front nine with the sea to 
your left.  Wind direction should make a profound switch.  This is my least favorite hole on the course just too 
much existential fate for me.  A shortish one where, depending on wind direction, you might not need the big 
dog.  A blind drive to a narrowing fairway on the other side of the dune, make sure to note the marker poles are 
color coded for the tee you are playing from so pick the right one.   Balls wandering right can end up across the 
fence so I like a right-to-left shape off this tee. Your second should be a short club across a transition into a 
green that leans back to front.   There is a serious false front on the left side and two pot bunkers protect the 
front right and a grass pot lurks back left.   
#11 Par 3  165/159  Short 
 
 This is probably the simplest of the three pars-an on level middle iron to a good sized target.  The real 
defense is an undulating green shaped like a flapping sting ray.  Avoiding the three bunkers fronting the green is 
key.  Determine the advantage approach side for putting based on the pin or you are looking at three putts.  The 
thrill is not over until the putting is done. 
 
#12 Par 5  494/474  Plateau 
 
 The names of these next six aptly described the challenge you will encounter on each.   This par five has 
a wide driving area with a couple of pot bunkers in the far distance.  Focus comes as you approach the green as 
the landing area tapers the closer you get to the putting surface.  Try to lay up to about 100 yards for a receptive 
landing area short of the array of bunkers that haunt the last 75 yards.  This green is a 40 yard long domed affair 
which will shed approach shots with disdain.  There are no bunkers past the front edge but tangling with any of 
the pots short of the green leads to serious problems. 
 
#13 Par 4  397/366  Blind 
 
 Blind is the operating concept on all shots on this one.  A long drive up the right side can carry the hill 
and find a downslope that will kick the ball forward.  The second is into an awkward angled green setting that 
narrows from front to back.  Bunkers flank the front on both side and there is serious trouble long.  Playing into 
the wind amplifies the difficulty of distance control on this hole considerably. 
 
#14 Par 4  391/382  Dyke 
 
 This hole plays like a nineteenth century corset and will drive the big hitters bonkers.  It requires two 
perfectly stuck shots to have a chance at par.  There is a dry ditch that runs across the fairway at about 230 
which can gather a good tee shot so pick your teeing club accordingly.   I like a tee ball constrained to 200 yards  
to stay short of the dry burn, ending up in this ditch will impact your scorecard.   If you lay back on the right 



side of the fairway you will have another 180 or so over an old dyke that fronts the green diagonally from the 
left.  This green is narrow and pinched by flanking pot bunkers.  Best landing spot will be on the right side front 
half and putt up from there.  
 
#15 Par 4  338/324  Well 
 
 You are presented with another blind tee shot here-aim at the lighthouse in the distance.  You should 
have a short club into a generous green just make sure to pick enough club to carry the funnel of trouble short of 
the green, including the three bunkers that flank the front right.   The center bunker in this constellation has a 
front Wailing Wall that is 18 sod bricks high. You can leave a note with a wish between the cracks if you like. 
A short hole that should present a scoring opportunity if you can control your distance and line on both shots. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#16 Par 4  383/371  Hill 
 
 Gorse and grass threaten both sides of the landing area.    The tee shot is framed by three fairway 
bunkers and needs to favor the right.  It is important to drive it to the top of the hill get a view of the green 
otherwise your second will be a blind approach.  From the crest of the hill it is about 160ish to a green protected 
by three sentry bunkers on the left and one on the right.  The putting surface has a steep false front so be 
aggressive to the day’s pin position.   
 
#17 Par 3  175/165  Pots 
 
 Much like the 8th this is a very visual par 3 hole well protected by deep and punishing bunkers encircling 
the front of the green.  I think this is the same strategy employed by Ariel Sharon on the Egyptian army at Suez 
in 1973.  Playing into a three-tier green steeply inclined toward you, it is essential to pick a club that gets you to 
the right level.  The prevailing wind should be off your left and into you so a trajectory controlled draw might 
work to mitigate it’s influence.  Missing left or long is no option.  A par here is worth some bragging over 
pretzels at the bar when you are done. 
 
#18 Par 4  433/426  Home 
  
 As outstanding and visual a finishing hole as you will play in Scotland.  From the high tee you can see 
all the challenges-sand and gorse with thick rough await a wayward drive.  You need to hit it strong and straight 
to end up in a dip in the fairway and avoid the fairway bunkers.  The green sits on a plateau a good 200 yards 
away on the far side of a deep swale.  If the wind is in your face and you go for it you are going to be left with a 
pitch or bunker shot up the steep hill to the putting surface.   There is OB long of this green so be aware.  You 
may want to eat some humble pie here and hope to make a longer pitch and a putt for a heroic finish. 
 
  
 
 



 
 


